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From the President
This is the time of year that the Society’s branches 

celebrate midwinter – the longest night of the 
Antarctic year and a special moment in the Antarctic 
calendar. We again invite our members, Antarctic 
Treaty representatives, and Antarctic friends to join 
us. Our branch midwinter functions remember 
past and present parties wintering-over on the 
continent. We also celebrate the spirit of the Antarctic 
Treaty to keep the continent for peaceful purposes.  
We hope to see you at one of our branch events.  
Please contact the respective branch for more information. 
 
 

Midwinter Dinner, Auckland  
21 June, 6.30 p.m.  
Royal NZ Yacht Squadron
 
Midwinter Reception, Wellington 
22 June, 6–8 p.m.  
Royal Society
 
Midwinter Dinner, Christchurch  
22 June, 6 p.m.  
Visions on Campus

We wish you all the best for your midwinter celebrations. 

The Society congratulates Alec McFerran who 
was awarded Life Membership of the Society for 
his achievements in Antarctica and his long-time 
support to the Society. Alec wintered-over at Scott 
Base in 1970–71, where he was electrician and 
dog handler. His Antarctic experiences have been 
recorded as part of the Society’s Oral History Project. 
You can find more about this project on our website  
(http://www.antarctic.org.nz/pages/projects/oral.php).

Our website is under review and we hope to tell you 
more about its new look when you receive your next 
issue of Antarctic.

Mariska Wouters

From the Editor
Presenting an article in Antarctic is the 

end-point in a process that often begins with 
an email asking “Are you interested in . . . ?” 
Or sometimes the article itself will arrive fully 
formed, complete with photos and captions. 
Often one article will trigger another. No matter 
the source, all articles are edited – to conform to 
the magazine’s style, and sometimes for clarity 
and correctness. In some cases the time between 
that first email and the printed magazine might be 
up to 12 months, and sometimes, glory be, there 
are just too many articles for the pages available, 
and an article is held over to a future edition.

Do you remember your first visit to 
Antarctica? I still remember the flight down, 
and stepping out into a blue-dome sky. All that 
I had read and heard didn’t prepare me for either 
the flight or the arrival. This issue of Antarctic, 
we have articles from three first-timers. In Cold 
History, Warm Soul, Anita Kerr writes about 
her first visit, and the cold. Gus Anning and 
Tony Thrupp went south as the two Society 
volunteers for the 2016–17 season and they 
share their experiences in The Holy Grail and 
From Facebook to Antarctica. The volunteer 
programme will not be running this (2017–18) 
season. The Society wishes to thank Antarctic 
New Zealand for their support for this project.

Our newest Life Member is celebrated in 
The Birthday Boys, and we learn of the flying of 
a very special New Zealand flag; Last-Minute 
Flag Making is the story of Gary Ball’s ascent of 
Mount Lister. Antarctic Snippets catches us up 
with various news and happenings of interest, 
and a Tribute to Bill Cranfield follows. Our back-
page poem “A Very Gallant Gentleman” is from 
College Rhymes: An anthology of verse, written 
by members of Canterbury College, 1873-1923. 

It might be interesting to find out who has 
spent the most time in Antarctica. Not just our 
members and readers, but everyone. If you have 
spent a lot of time in Antarctica, please write. It’s 
not a competition, and there are no prizes, but 
let us know your longest single visit, and your 
total time there. 

Lester Chaplow
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I was afraid to go there. It seemed to me a place 
I should be afraid of. I had heard about the old 
explorers, such as Scott and Shackleton; in those 

tales death was common and the environment was harsh. 
My job requires me to go to Antarctica yearly, to 

train new staff in how to manage their information in our 
electronic record-keeping system. I know. I am “required” 
to go to such an incredible, sought-after location. I am 
extremely lucky. I feel the privilege of it, and I also feel 
the positive burden to do a good job in order to meet 
the level of achievement that has come before me. There 
is a long history of incredible exploration and research. 

I begin my time down there as does many a visitor to 
Antarctica (at least the human kind): stepping out of the 
United States Air Force’s C-17, my face instantly chills, 
and I can feel the ice particles forming around my breath, 
my eyelashes crisping up.

I am well prepared, kitted out in the Antarctica New 
Zealand “ECWs” (in Antarctica seemingly everything 
is abbreviated or reduced to acronyms: “Extreme Cold 
Weather gear” to a non-Antarctican). The terminology 
is something I will become increasingly familiar with; 
my “salopettes” and “sorrels” becoming my daily 
companions for stepping outdoors. The chill on my face 
is harsher than I have felt before. Having grown up in 
Central Otago and experiencing some of the crispier 
chilly Saturday mornings playing netball in only a skirt 
and skivvy in frost-stricken Alexandra, I had felt I was 
inherently ready for cold. 

I wasn’t. Field Training is something all new arrivals 
to Antarctica go through before being allowed out to 
venture alone past the edge of the Scott Base locale. I was 
afraid, to be honest; afraid that this cold that seems to 
bite and creep into any gaps in your covering might get 
the better of me. So I wore everything I had been issued. 
Rookie mistake. I had two or three jackets on, three 
pairs of gloves, thermal under-layer, fleece top and fleece 

trousers, balaclava, snow goggles, neck gaiter, merino hat. 
I walked outside and along the pressure ridges with my 
training gang . . . and began to sweat. Then we learned 
how to light the primus stoves. I took my gloves off and 
within minutes found myself alerting the leader to the fact 
that my fingers all felt numb. Not just cold numb, but 
been-in-the-freezer-for-10-minutes numb. Those around 
me quickly jumped in to help me; a seasoned Antarctic 
Heritage Trust member giving me some hand warmers to 
insert on top of my hands inside my gloves to send warm 
pulsing heat back to my fingers. 

We slept in temps around -31°C that night. Only, 
I didn’t sleep. It was bright – the sun doesn’t go down 
at this time of the year– though I had just seen the 
beauty of Erebus in an almost sunset glow. My face felt 
chilled, then stuffy, then chilled. I couldn’t find the happy 
medium. I was buzzing with all that had come that day, 
and thoughts of what would follow, so I was content in 
my sleeplessness. 

It feels like a place of contradictions: the extreme 
warmth and comfort (both social and physical) of Scott 
Base, to the harsh monotone cold existence outside. 
Someone described being at the base as like living in an 
“inside-out fridge”: you close the large fridge doors as 
you lumber inside with all your layers, and the doors 
clunk into place like those of a large meat-store might, 
and you are safe inside the warmth of the base, aching to 
strip off the heavy layers and head upstairs for a coffee 
to warm your body.

Your soul is likely already warm from the experience 
you have just had outside, walking up Ob Hill, a 
45-minute ascent with crampons on your boots, avoiding 
sections of loose rock and ice while navigating up to a 
peak that casts out a view for miles across the Ice Shelf to 
the distant mountains and full circle to across a daunting 
stretched-out frozen sea and back around to Mt Erebus 
and the American base in McMurdo Sound below.

Photo above: On the table inside Scott’s hut, Cape Evans.

Cold History,  
Warm Soul

By Anita Kerr, Information and Records Manager,  
Antarctica New Zealand
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Erebus, a wonder of beauty, and of pain. Somewhere 
in my Kiwi childhood, I had learned the haunting tale of 
what occurred there. I had not forgotten the words on a 
documentary of the disaster – the plane was “overdue”. 
I think of what the families must have felt. The cross on 
top of Observation Hill next to me feels appropriate; it 
is in memory of Robert Falcon Scott’s last exploration 
party. The inscription on the cross is “To strive, to seek, 
to find, and not to yield.” 

The historic exploration that went before us all 
enabled me to be there at this point in time. Sir Ed 
Hillary and his New Zealand group of brave men were 
being widely revered at Scott Base during my stay – with 
Hillary’s TAE/IGY Hut being restored to its original glory 
in the lead up to the sixtieth anniversary of the base. 
The older huts from Scott and Shackleton’s voyages have 
long since been restored and become treasured. I had the 
privilege to visit these on a Sunday “Fam” trip. I enjoyed 
the idea that this was short for “family trip”, given the 
warm feelings of “friendship” and “home” found at the 
base, only later to disappointingly learn that it was short 
for “familiarisation”. 

The huts are a wonder. I felt ashamed and 
disappointed that I had not studied more about these 
men and expeditions before arriving here. I searched the 
huts looking for special things: writing on the bunks, 
newspaper clippings, scratches a bored someone might 
have made with his fingernail when resting in bed. I 
wanted to know more about how long they lived here, 
what they were thinking, who they were missing, where 
they were heading, and how they coped with their present 
feelings of isolation and cold. The objects in the room 
are eerily magical, bringing a lot of emotion out of the 
darkness and into your presence. A single jug was on the 
table, and an empty chair was slightly pulled back from 
the table. What was the thought of the last man who 
closed the door a hundred years ago? “Will I come back 
here?” “Will I return home?”

Three weeks later I had fulfilled my task to train (on 
how to use Microsoft SharePoint) the new team who 
would reside at the base over the coming months and, 
for some of them, into the following winter. You hope 
you have done enough. You hope your part that you 
played will support those who are doing bigger things: 
those scientists leading the way, finding out about what 
happened in the past million years, and what might come 
in the next hundred. I felt a desire to learn more about 
this too. What impact does our daily life of consumption 
have on the climate? How will it affect future generations? 
Whatever you believe the reasons are for the changes to 
the earth’s climate, the dramatic changes are a reality.

The day came for me to leave, and as I stood 
like an emperor penguin in my ECWs waiting to 
board the C-17 with the Americans, someone raised 
their voice: “What is it doing? It’s coming this way. 
Look, look!” Everyone stopped and stared as a 
wee Adélie penguin ran full-speed penguin-wobble 
towards us as if it had found its ancestral herd.  
He ran and ran; I took a full minute of film on my phone. 
Everyone filmed. He was miles from anywhere he should 
have been. A fireman walked out and around him at a 
distance to get a better look. The wee mite came right up 
to us – about 100 of us looming above him. He flapped 
his wings as if to say hello. Then he lay on his belly, as 
we all wobbled onwards towards the plane. I truly felt 
like putting him in my bag. I resisted.

My last scene in Antarctica was one of even more 
joy. I walked up the steps of the C-17, having just put 
my camera away from Happy Feet – only to see the 
most stunning scene of Erebus lit up in glory by the sun 
under the wing of the aircraft. It was perfectly framed, 
and majestic. The perfect photograph. I had missed the 
opportunity within seconds; no turning back with those 
shuffling up behind me to board at last. But it was a 
chance for me to engage my memory instead. I will never 
forget that scene. I curled up in my ECWs on the floor of 
the carrier taking me home, and let my happy thoughts 
drift away into a comforting sleep. 

Adélie penguin at C-17.

Field training.

All photos courtesy of Anita Kerr.
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The Holy Grail
By Gus Anning,  
New Zealand Antarctic Society Volunteer 2016–17

I let out a quiet, excited chuckle. My eyes welled 
up in awe, adjusting to the change of light as  
I entered through the doorway. 

The distant vision of taking those first steps inside the 
weathered hut at Cape Evans had been finally realised. 
I was being hit by an avalanche of memories tumbling 
towards me from all corners of the room. Everything 
that I had ever read and absorbed from the journals of 
the Heroic Age of discovery was accelerating towards me 
in that very moment. The smoky sweet smell of tobacco 
and of blubber from the oil lamps confirmed that this 
was indeed a time capsule without comparison.

I was finally there: standing in the sacred space of 
Robert Falcon Scott and his men, like Indiana Jones 
bursting into the ancient sanctified tomb in front of the 
Holy Grail. I was there! In some sort of quantum time 
warp, I’d been transported into a parallel universe of 
106 years earlier. The sounds of the ponies shuffling in 
the stables and the whistling and whirring of halyards 
in the Terra Nova’s rigging as she sat alongside, all felt 
so real. But the recognisable chuckle of Al Fastier would 
snap me back to reality. 

It was a moment that I had yearned for – for so 
long. That moment I had will stay with me for the rest 
of my life.

To even contemplate ticking off the very tip-top of 
my bucket list at the start of 2017, let alone at all, had 
been absolutely unimaginable. After working on and off 
for Heritage Expeditions in the Sub-Antarctic Islands for 
the past decade or so, I had settled down somewhat with 
my partner and three children in the small settlement 
of Hikuai – far, far away from the adventurous ocean 
life I had once led. But the Russ family knowledge and 
passion had always rubbed off on me. Wanting to learn 
more each voyage, like a slow-soaking sponge, I had it 
bad, I must admit. After a season on board the Explorer 
out of Ushuaia in 2004 with Aaron and his soon-to-be-
wife Sarah, the thought consumed me that somehow, 
some way, I had to get to the Ross Sea and experience 
the wonder I had only heard about. My skill set is 
always focused on taking care of the Zodiacs, but it had 
evolved into passing on my new-found knowledge and 
enthusiasm about the history of the windswept islands 
south of New Zealand. I had also spent many hours 
painting and varnishing the yachts I had worked on  
as I had sailed around the globe. 

Standing on Macquarie Island looking south I had 
yearned to explore the polar continent as the old ships 
had, pushing through the ice and exploring each point 
on the chart. But that had never got me to the point of 
obtaining the much-prized bunk on board the many 
expeditions the Russ’s had led. I often found myself 
spending most of my time with my head in a book in 
their unrivalled polar library on board.

Then I found out through the grapevine that the 
New Zealand Antarctic Society was searching for two 
volunteer painters to help restore Hillary’s TAE/IGY 
Hut. After receiving the good news that I had been 
successful, I was happily surprised to hear that the other 
position had been given to an old friend of mine from 
my guiding days on the Franz Joseph Glacier. Between 
Tony Thrupp and I we were confident that we could get 
the job done – weather-dependent of course!

I was finally heading to the Ross Sea – albeit in 
a completely different capacity to what I had ever 
imagined. Before leaving I had been given 20 kilograms 
of smoked marlin from a kind Tairua local who had 
wanted to clear out his freezer before the upcoming 
game-fishing season. This would go down well and be 
a welcome surprise to the Scott Base locals.

The eight-hour flight down in the C-130 was quite 
enjoyable, passing the time catching up with Mr Thrupp 
and getting to know the only other Kiwi on board, 
Hannibal Hayes’s right-hand man, Snow Mullally,  
a helicopter pilot from Te Anau.

On arrival we met the Antarctic Heritage Trust team 
and were shown around the hut and the all-important 
workshop wanigan where the carpenters had cleared a 
space for us. This would become the “Heritage Painters” 
corner for the next four weeks. Full of enthusiasm, after 
signing off on our Antarctic Field Training, Tony and  
I got stuck in and started prepping the roof and exterior 
faces for their first coat of primer and two top-coats  
of the infamous yellow. 

The plan was made that we would work outside 
when the weather permitted and start on the interior 
when it closed in. It didn’t take long to figure out that 
the window of opportunity for the exterior work was 
actually quite small, as the paint would freeze solid 
on the brush. Especially in the afternoons, paint was 
kept viscous by positioning it next to the heater during 
smoko to keep the flow going. We would follow the 
sun around the building as best we could, prepping and 
painting, using scaffolding or a ladder tied off to the 
roof. Every paint chip and speck of dust was picked up 
and disposed of, adhering to the strict environmental 
code of conduct. It was quite surreal to be working on 

All photos courtesy of Gus Anning.
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the roof and looking out over the frozen ocean with the 
seals hauled out and the odd gang of Adélie penguins 
sliding along in a line. 

During the four weeks, Tony and I worked six days 
on from 7:30 am till 6 pm, the same hours as the AHT 
team, to make sure that the hut was fit and ready to go 
for its 60th birthday. On our time off we made good use 
of the Castle Rock Ski Field and the new unrivalled polar 
library! It was also not hard to stare out the window 
of the Scott base bar “The Tatty Flag” after a long 
day and admire our teams’ progress while enjoying a  
well-earned beer.

What fascinated me the most about this project was 
learning to evolve on the job to someone who, as Lizzie 
Meek described, “conserved rather than restored”. This 
involved learning to retain the feel the building had had 
in 1957 but to also tip our hats to the 60 years of its 
use. Little details, such as paint drips, were kept intact 
to form part of the bigger historical picture for future 
generations.

The colours back in the 1950s were a lot more 
exciting than the colour chart of today. The main mess 
room had a feature wall that was a deep burgundy, 
and a lemon-coloured ceiling. The radio room was 
a mix of icy green and Royal Navy blue. Next door, 
Ed’s room was a bold avocado green, with magenta 
painted on the back of the door! The large kitchen  

was a mix of expedition orange and mint-green 
cupboards. Martin Wenzil recreated throughout the 
interior the lino pattern from the early days. Now the 
TAE/IGY Hut shines bright amongst the buildings of 
Scott Base and definitely stands out.

Our group of ten became a very close-knit team.  
We enjoyed each other’s company very much. As you 
could imagine, the banter between such a bunch of 
characters was hilarious. The skill set between these 
guys is nothing short of amazing. Al and Lizzie run  
a very cohesive and inclusive team.

Opportunities such as this are crucial for spreading 
the story about the role New Zealand plays in Antarctica. 
They offer a unique and very special connection to a 
place less visited, to witness the ongoing scientific study 
and efforts towards understanding Antarctica and our 
environment. By seeking knowledge through adventures 
such as this I gained volumes and am left inspired to 
learn more. I will continue to resonate my experience 
and enthusiasm for the involvement New Zealand  
has in Antarctica with local community and the rest of 
the world.

I’d like to thank the Antarctic Society, Antarctica 
New Zealand, and especially the Antarctic Heritage 
Trust, for making my life goal such a memorable one.

Cheers. 

Gus painting on an inside day. Looking through from the cold porch  
at the entrance to Hillary’s TAE/IGY Hut.

Doug Henderson and Geoff Cooper recreating the cold porch.

Gus on the final detailing,  
getting close to finished.
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From Facebook to Antarctica
By Tony Thrupp, New Zealand Antarctic Society Volunteer 2016–17

This is probably what Mark Zuckerberg was 
envisioning when he was in his Harvard 
dormitory conjuring up Facebook. It started 

with my mate’s Facebook post about an opportunity to 
volunteer in Antarctica. What was this all about? The 
seed was planted and I had to check this out further. 
The more I looked at it, the more it seemed right up 
my alley. In fact (and I am not the cocky type) I was 
perfect for this. Having worked in the outdoors all my 
life and having spent the previous seven years building 
and maintaining huts for DOC, surely there was no 
one better for working on a hut in Antarctica? And 
that’s how it panned out. I got the gig and so did my 
mate Gus, whose post had first spurred my interest. A 
Facebook fairy tale . . . 

So I was off to the frozen continent, Antarctica: 
somewhere that I had always wanted to visit. But it was 
starting to seem that the distance between the Ice and me 
was increasing. I had been almost beginning to put the 
visit on the shelf, and then, bang, I’m in Christchurch 
putting on ECWs, hoping like hell a nor ’wester didn’t 
show up to heat things up as we waited to be loaded 
into the sardine tin. I now know there is a class below 
economy; it’s called “Hercules”. A screaming baby on 
a plane will now seem like a luxury as opposed to being 
on a screaming baby of a plane.

On the Ice, Shuttle Bob had kept the best seats on 
Ivan the Terra Bus (the shuttle bus between Willy’s Field, 
Scott Base and McMurdo) for the three Kiwis. Front-row 
luxury. It was quite the drive with the smouldering 
Erebus looming over us and the expanse of white all 
the way to the hazy Transantarctic Mountains in the 
distance. To finally be in Antarctica was surreal.

Field training was under perfect blue skies and 
balmy low-negative temperatures. Having a small 
group allowed us to climb Castle Rock in the evening. 
From there the small dots of human activity could be 
made out on the sea ice. Nothing but ice (and rock) 
in all directions, and then, bang, the airfield, a line of 
vehicles, the fuel line: all the necessary evils for life in the 
harshest environment. Sleeping out under the midnight 
sun was something else, not to say amusing as well. 
Dreading a sudden temperature drop during the night, 
I wrapped up in two sleeping bags with my full merino 
“pj’s”. That was a mistake. The sun took longer than 
anticipated to move behind my shadow-providing wall 
and I awoke as if in a sauna as opposed to in a sleeping 
bag in Antarctica.

Painting a hut in sub-zero temperatures had it 
challenges, as one can imagine. Normally, painting 
doesn’t occur at less than 10oC.1  However, when all 
the stars align – right wind direction, right side of the 

  1  See “Painting Below Zero in Antarctica: Is it Science or Serendipity?”,  
  Antarctic 33(3): 32–33, 2015.

Photo above: Fat biking and spare parts at the airfield.
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hut, right sun angle – the extremely rare phenomenon 
of painting in shorts and T-shirt can occur in Antarctica 
(although admittedly, this happened only once for us). 
The aluminum skin of the hut was so warm that the 
paint was steaming, the water in the paint literally 
evaporating as it was applied to the wall. 

To play a small part in restoring and preserving one 
of the last original New Zealand buildings in Antarctica 
and to be a part of the work of Antarctic Heritage Trust 
(AHT) in the Ross Sea Region was something really 
special. It is difficult to single out highlights, but flying 
to Cape Evans to see Scott’s hut is hard to go past. To  
see the restoration work of the AHT team was impressive. 
Actually, it was beyond that, and words fail to accurately 
describe the experience. Walking through that door was 
a form of time travel. It felt like I was almost an intruder, 
sneaking around their home while they were out running 
the dogs. The Worst Journey in the World, by Apsley 
Cherry-Garrard, was the first polar expedition book  
I read, and to see where Cherry-Garrard and the others 
had lived and their possessions with name tags laid out on 
their beds as if ready for the new day was something else. 
A fleeting glimpse into the Heroic Era of polar exploration. 
I can still close my eyes and see the inside of that hut – the 
penguin on Scott’s desk, seal blubber dripping onto the 
floor – and the sled dog’s skeleton outside.

There were so many great moments – snowboarding 
on the steepest and longest ski field in Antarctica, 
challenging the Americans at the annual Chili Cook-Off 
(and coming second and third; the smoked marlin chili 
pâté really opened a few American minds), walking 
around the pressure ridges, seeing seals and penguins, 
meeting Shackleton’s grandson as he drove a Hyundai 
across the continent, getting totally bamboozled by 
the scientists at Arrival Heights, indulging in the long 
tradition of eggs and whiskey for breakfast, and just 
hanging out with the amazing folks that make up life 
at Scott Base. Antarctica is massive and I saw only a 
sliver of the continent, but my trip there was a special  
experience, made so by moments such as these.

I can’t thank the New Zealand Antarctic Society 
and Antarctica New Zealand (ANZ) enough for the 
opportunity to visit the continent, and to live and work 
at Scott Base. A huge thanks to AHT for seconding the 
volunteers into the TAE hut project.

The professionalism, support, and character of the 
folks that make up the ANZ and AHT teams were 
outstanding. They were good bastards, that Hillary 
and all those before him would be proud of.

“Move over coffee, this is a job for whiskey,”  
sums it all up. 

Detailing the original panel stencils.

All photos courtesy of Tony Thrupp and Gus Anning.  1  See “Painting Below Zero in Antarctica: Is it Science or Serendipity?”,  
  Antarctic 33(3): 32–33, 2015.

Emperor penguin on Scott’s desk. Tony Thrupp with his back to the 
wind, soaking up the atmosphere 
on top of Hillary’s TAE/IGY Hut.

Inside the workshop wanigan for a much needed warm-up and cup of tea. 
(L–R) Al Fastier, Martin Wenzel, Geoff Cooper, Gus Anning, Doug Henderson, 
and Tony Thrupp.
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The Birthday Boys: Canterbury Branch Celebrates 
Two Big Birthdays and a Life Membership Award 
By Grant Hunter

Fo rty members  of 
Canterbury Branch 
recently enjoyed a double 

celebration of long-term commitment 
to the Society and to Antarctic 
endeavour, as well as to life in 
general. Baden Norris celebrated 
his ninetieth birthday on the same 
day that Robert (Alec) McFerran 
celebrated his ninety-fifth, and Alec 
was awarded Life Membership of the 
Society. The celebration was hosted 
by Anthony Wright, Director of the 
Canterbury Museum, and held in the 
Museum’s Antarctic Wing.  

Peter McCarthy reviewed 
Baden’s exploits at sea, his work 
within the Lyttelton community, 
his contributions to archaeological 
discovery and conservation 
throughout Canterbury and in the 
Cook Islands, and his conservation 
and education work around history 
and relics in the Ross Sea Region of 
Antarctica. These contributions are 
without peer. 

Baden’s transition to Antarctica 
came in 1963–64 as a member 
of the four-person Discovery Hut 
Restoration Team – all Antarctic 
Society volunteers – excavating ice 
from the hut (which had last been 
used by Shackleton’s Imperial Trans-
Antarctic Expedition (1914–17)) and 
documenting relics within. Soon, he 
was appointed Honorary Curator 
of Antarctic Relics at Canterbury 
Museum, and in 1974 he was 
awarded the New Zealand Antarctic 
Society Conservation Trophy for his 
work on Antarctic historic huts. 

More recently, the Christchurch 
City Council, the Canterbury 
History Foundation, the Canterbury 
Museum, and the New Zealand 

Government have each formally 
recognised his contribution to 
community and Antarctica. He was 
made a Life Member of the New 
Zealand Antarctic Society in 2006, 
and awarded the New Zealand 
Antarctic Medal in 2013. 

What struck me most about 
Baden’s watch in the Society was how 
he reached right back to people that 
most of us only read about, personally 
knowing the likes of Sir Peter Scott 
(Captain Scott’s son) and Lady Scott, 
surviving members of the British 
Antarctic (Terra Nova) Expedition 
1910–13, and of course Sir Ed Hillary. 

Robert (Alec) McFerran reading his citation for  
Life Membership. Photo: Ursula Rack.

Baden Norris addressing attendees.  
Photo: Sarah Templeton.

Canterbury Branch members at the double celebration. Photo: Anthony Wright.

In his reply, Baden threw a 
challenge to the Society going 
forward. The need for personal 
and group commitment to keep 
societies such as ours relevant and 
its membership strong, against a 
tide of distractions, slim resources, 
and competition from alternative 
information sources, is nothing new. 

He singled out the selfless efforts 
of people, including Harold Griffiths, 
Roger Duff, and Alf Brustad, who 
were not only influential in forming 
the Canterbury Branch, but in 
motivating wider interest and keeping 
it on track through challenging years. 
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Last-Minute Flag Making
By Joanna Szczepanski, Curator Human History, Canterbury Museum

Gary Ball and Italian 
climbing legend 
Walter Bonatti were 

about to make the seven-hour 
trek up Mount Lister in the Royal 
Society Range of Victoria Land. As 
this was only the second ascent of 
the 4,025 metre peak they planned 
to celebrate with a bit of flag 
waving. But Gary had not brought 
a flag.

He had initially come to 
Antarctica to work for the New 
Zealand Antarctic Research 
Programme as a survival instructor 
and rescue team member at 
Scott Base for the 1976–1977 
season. In late November he was 
unexpectedly seconded to the third 
Italian Antarctic Expedition, where 
he was put in charge of preparing 
field equipment and facilitating 
communication with the Kiwi radio 
schedules. The Italian scientists had 
come to study microclimates in 
the Royal Society Range, bringing 
renowned climber Walter Bonatti 
along to chronicle the expedition 
for the Italian weekly current 
events magazine Epoca. Walter 
was famous for his exploits in the 
European Alps and on K2 in the 
1950s and early 1960s. In 1965 
Walter switched careers to pursue 
photojournalism but this did not 
stop him from climbing mountains.

The expedition was hit by a 
blizzard shortly after their arrival 
at the base of Mount Lister. 
Temperatures dropped below 
-25oC, and the winds rushed past 
at 50 knots, with gusts racing at 
70 knots. After the storm cleared, 
two of the scientists were evacuated 
to the Dry Valleys; they had had 
enough. Gary and Walter set their 
sights on the peaks. 

He recalled Brustad’s happy knack 
of injecting funding into the 
Society to keep it buoyant through 
lean times. The contributions 
made by such people, said Baden, 
have tended to become forgotten 
in recent times. 

Measured against his younger 
birthday pal, Alec made a later 
start in Antarctica. He wintered-
over at Scott Base for the 1970–71 
season as base electrician and dog 
handler. He helped to dig out 
and recover the Hillary Trans-
Antarctic Expedition’s Ferguson 
tractor currently on display at 
the Canterbury Museum, right 
next door to our gathering. In 
1974–75, Alec wintered-over 
on sub-Antarctic Campbell 
Island, where he was involved 
in extending the meteorological 
station, which fills important 
gaps in data in relation to the 
sub-Antarctic weather and 
climate.  His stories have been 
captured as part of the New 
Zealand Antarctic Society’s Oral 
History Project.

Since the 1970s, Alec has 
remained keenly interested and 
active in Antarctic activities 
and has made many informal 
contributions to the objectives 
of the Society of  promoting and 
supporting a love of the Antarctic.

In citing the case for 
awarding him Life Membership 
of the Society, Michelle Rogan-
Finnemore, Executive Secretary 
of the Council of Managers of 
National Antarctic Programs 
(COMNAP), described Alec as a 
humble, non-boastful man, always 
with a wide and welcoming smile. 
The award caught him unawares, 
and he accepted it with a touch of 
emotion, and the grace fitting this 
description. 

We congratulate and thank 
both of these great Antarcticans. 

The hastily assembled flag made by Gary Ball.  
1977.177.1 Canterbury Museum.

Before they set off, Gary made a 
New Zealand flag from the supplies 
he had on hand. He cut four stars 
and a Union Jack shape out of a 
red trail flag and safety-pinned the 
pieces to a blue sleeping-bag cover, 
producing a flag that measured 44 
by 33.5 centimetres. When they got 
to the top of the mountain Gary and 
Walter tied their flags to their ice 
picks and posed for a few pictures. 
The cold summit temperature meant 
the pair did not stay for long. They 
made their descent down an unnamed 
peak before returning to camp. Walter 
later named this peak Punta Giulia 
after his wife. 

The pair continued to climb 
together over the next few days, 
conquering several peaks in the Royal 
Society Range. They made the first 
ascents of Mount Hooker (3,785 
metres), Mount Giulia (3,650 metres) 
and Mount Rücker (3,816 metres). 
Walter chronicled the Antarctic 
adventure over multiple issues of 
Epoca. A two-page photo of Walter 
waving the flags on Mount Lister was 
featured in the 6 July 1977 edition. 
A smaller photo of Gary making 
the flag was in the previous week’s 
issue. The flag was presented to 
Canterbury Museum in May 1977 by 
the Antarctic Division of the DSIR. 
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Antarctic Snippets
AHT award

The New Zealand Antarctic Heritage Trust has been 
awarded the International award for Hillary’s TAE/IGY 
Hut at the 31st Dulux Colour Awards, held recently in 
Melbourne. The Dulux Colour Awards are “Australasia’s 
premier showcase of inspirational colour application in 
built environments”. 

This special project was entered into this year’s awards 
to celebrate the Trust’s major conservation of the hut and 
to honour the legacy of this iconic building and its purpose 
in supporting science and exploration in Antarctica.

Today, in amongst the almost exclusively modern, 
green-painted buildings of Scott Base, the retro colours 
of Hillary’s Hut immediately draw attention to it as a 
unique and very special part of the base’s history. A short 
video showcasing the project can be viewed here:  

https://www.facebook.com/Antarctic.Heritage.
Trust/?hc_ref=SEARCH&fref=nf

Cape Hallett time capsule
A former US Serviceman, now 81, who served with 

the American Navy in 1956–57, has advised Antarctic of 
a time capsule located above the old Cape Hallet base. He 
is unsure of the exact location, but said that the capsule 
is located on a point, at perhaps 1,000 feet (~300 metres) 
above sea level. Inside the capsule, in a metal box (possibly 
an ammunition box) are details of everyone present at the 
time, various papers of the IGY, coins etc. 

Death – Harold Phillip Lowe
The Society notes the death, at age 93, of Harold Lowe 

in February this year. He led the second winter party at 
the former Vanda Station in 1970. Harold was also the 
1969–70 and 1975–76 Leader at Vanda. He received the 
Polar Medal in 1972.

Death – Murray Ball
The Society notes the death of Murray Ball, creator of 

the “Footrot Flats” cartoons. His characters Wal and Dog, 
together with Jess, appeared on the RNZAF’s Antarctic 
Iroquois UH-1H “Orange Roughy” (08). 

Erratum – Jim Lowery
The tribute for Jim Lowery (Antarctic 35(1): 11, 2017) 

records that the Sno-Cat accident happened south of the 
Barne Glacier. In fact, it occurred south of the Barne Inlet 
– perhaps 250 kilometres to the south of the glacier.

Midwinter dinners
Following a tradition established by Captain Scott on 

the Discovery expedition in 1902, Auckland, Wellington, 
and Canterbury branches of the Society will be holding 
midwinter dinners in June. This is also a strong tradition 
in Australia, with several dinners being hosted by ANARE 
across Australia and the UK. 

National memorial for Mt Erebus air accident
Two-hundred-and-fifty-seven people died in the 1979 

Mt Erebus air accident of Air New Zealand McDonnell 
Douglas DC-10 ZK-NZP, Flight TE901; the fourth-worst 
aviation disaster in the world at the time, and still the worst 
aviation accident in the Southern Hemisphere.

A voluntary advisory group, with June, Lady Hillary 
as patron, is advocating for a new national memorial. The 
national memorial, planned to be ready by the fortieth 
anniversary in November 2019, will be a special place for 
families affected by the tragedy, to gather for reflection, 
prayer, and contemplation.

It is a significant omission that there is presently 
no public memorial to the Erebus accident where all 
257 names are gathered together. National memorial 
spokesperson, aviation chaplain and historian Rev. Dr 
Richard Waugh QSM of Auckland, reports that the 
fortieth anniversary will be a very suitable time for the 
dedication of a national memorial.

The advisory group is in consultation with many 
families of those who died, the government (Ministry for 
Culture and Heritage), Air New Zealand, and a variety 
of other organisations. The advisory group is aware that 
planning and fundraising need to progress as soon as 
possible if the national memorial is to be ready for the 
fortieth anniversary.

See the website for more information:  
www.erebusnationalmemorial.nz.

French Navy to receive new polar logistics vessel
A new polar logistics vessel being built for Terres 

australes et antarctiques françaises and the French Polar 
Institute (IPEV) will be operated by the French navy. 
The ship has been contracted by Chantiers Piriou in 
Concarneau, France, based on a concept design issued 
by France’s Marine Assistance, and is scheduled to be 
delivered in the first half of 2017. 

The ship is to be powered by Wärtsilä propulsion 
solutions. The full scope of supply comprises four in-line 
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Wärtsilä 20 main engines. The Wärtsilä NOR (NOx 
Reducer) systems will enable the ship to comply with the 
International Maritime Organization’s Tier III emission 
regulations.The stainless steel propellers to be supplied 
by Wärtsilä conform to the Bureau Veritas icebreaker 5 
ice-class rules. 

The 72-metre polar logistics and patrol icebreaker 
vessel will carry out its first supply mission to the Dumont 
d’Urville station in Antarctica in winter 2018. The ship 
will have accommodation for 60 persons and a cargo 
capacity of 1,200 metric tons, and will be fitted with a 
helideck large enough to accommodate two helicopters. 

Royal New Zealand Navy names new ship
Tradition and global reputation have combined in the 

choice of name for the largest naval vessel New Zealand 
has ever operated.

Chief of Navy Rear Admiral John Martin says he 
is proud to record another chapter in the history of 
the Royal New Zealand Navy in declaring the name 
of the Navy’s Maritime Sustainment Capability fleet 
replenishment tanker as HMNZS Aotearoa.

The $493 million, 24,000-tonne ship is the 
replacement for the 30-year old HMNZS Endeavour, 
which will be decommissioned next year. Aotearoa will 
provide an important Antarctic support capability to 
assist with Southern Ocean monitoring.

Norwegian polar research vessel
RV Kronprins Haakon, the new Norwegian advanced 

polar research vessel, is being built at Fincantieri yards  
in Genoa, Italy. The contract price for the 100 metre ship 
is 1,400,000,000 Norwegian kroner, (approx NZ$237 
million).

The Norwegian Government decided in October 
2012 to build a new polar research vessel. The Institute 
of Marine Research in Norway is in charge of the project 
and Rolls Royce Marine has designed the new vessel.

RV Kronprins Haakon represents state-of-the-art 
for research vessels, and will have its home port as 
Tromsø. The formal owner of the vessel, on behalf of 
the Norwegian Government, will be the Norwegian Polar 
Institute. The vessel is now scheduled to be delivered in 
the second half of 2017. UiT The Arctic University of 
Norway will be the biggest user of the vessel.

It appears to have been a busy period for polar vessel 
renewals.

Scott statue, Christchurch
The marble statue of Captain Scott, sculpted by 

his wife Kathleen, Lady Scott, at La Massa in Italy  
in 1915, was toppled in the Canterbury earthquake of  
22 February 2011 (See Antarctic 29(1): cover, 2, 2011). 
Since then it has been carefully stored, and a steering 
committee including representatives from the Society 
has been working toward its restoration and re-siting. 
Because of the damage sustained, the restoration was 
more complex than simply “gluing it all together”. 
Advanced repair methodology has now been tested,  
and the likelihood is that the statue will be returned  
to its plinth this year, followed later by a formal  
unveiling.

Sean Garwood
Sean Garwood was invited to visit Antarctica in the 

2015–16 season as part of Antarctica New Zealand’s 
Community Engagement Programme. The purpose of 
the trip was to photograph and sketch the historic huts 
of Shackleton and Scott. He has now completed sixteen 
oil paintings, which have taken sixteen months full-time 
to complete. Two exhibitions will ensue. 

The first will be a pre-exhibition show held at 
the Nelson’s Suter Gallery from the 4th to the 6th of 
September 2017, and the main exhibition will be held at 
the end of September 2017 in Christchurch to coincide 
with the 2017–18 Antarctic season opening. Details re 
dates and venue for this exhibition will be confirmed 
soon. The exhibitions will also help bring to the public 
attention the outstanding work Antarctic Heritage Trust 
has carried out in restoration and maintenance of these 
extraordinary huts.

For further information see the attached links to his 
website and to his Facebook page that include various 
posts about the paintings and two small cropped sections 
of paintings highlighting detail. 

http://www.seangarwood.co.nz
https://www.facebook.com/Sean-Garwood-Classic-

Fine-Art-430423393766126/

Society collections deposited with  
Canterbury Museum

As part of the rationalisation of the stored collection 
of the Society, Canterbury Museum has accepted 
some items. These include two diaries (John Shannon, 
Discovery II, and JCA Oliver, hut caretaker 1978–79), 
slides and photos of Scott Base, photos from early 
expeditions, etc. They have been accessioned as items 
2016.173.1 to 2016.173.6.
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Tribute: William Joseph Cranfield (Bill),  
RNZAF, Wing Commander (Retired), AFC

Bill’s life, spanning 83 years, 
was a very full one. Bill’s 
Antarctic expeditions 

were but one chapter in his long 
and exciting adventure, but it was a 
significant chapter. 

Never one to make a fuss of 
his own Antarctic achievements, 
Bill nonetheless made a significant 
contribution to New Zealand’s 
activities on the Ice. As the years 
passed Bill was always willing to 
share his Antarctic memories freely; 
moreover, he remained interested in 
all things Antarctic. Bill’s friendliness, 
humility, and engaging nature made 
all those he came into contact 
with warm to him. His easy-going 
demeanour, wide smile, glint in the 
eye, booming infectious laugh, and 
affability meant he was thoroughly 
enjoyable company. With wife Helen 
at his side, Bill was always willing to 
attend Antarctic civic and community 
events and openings.

Educated at Waitaki Boys’ High 
School and Christ’s College 1948-50, 
Bill learned to fly with Air Training 
Corps and the Canterbury Aero Club. 
He entered the RNZAF in 1954.  
At the tender age of 23, Bill, an 
RNZAF officer, was selected to be 
part of RNZAF Antarctic Flight 
as a flying officer and junior pilot 
RNZAF for the New Zealand support 
party of the Commonwealth Trans-
Antarctic Expedition (TAE). Bill was 
one of just two pilots for the mission. 
When selected for TAE, Bill was an 
instructor at Flying Training Schools 
at Taieri and Wigram with over 1,000 
hours of flight experience.  During 
TAE Bill became part of the first 
New Zealand team to winter-over 
in Antarctica. Bill’s achievements on 
the TAE also included being in the 

first New Zealand party to the South 
Pole, flying in with the US Antarctic 
Program on Christmas Eve 1957 and 
beating Sir Ed’s tractor party. 

During the TAE Bill flew a 
remarkable 273 hours in route-finding 
and depot-laying for Vivian Fuchs’s 
crossing party, and in direct support 
of Ed Hillary’s tractor party and three 
separate field-survey parties. He had 
some remarkable flights; one included 
wrestling with a mummified seal. As 
Bill told the tale some years later: 

The most traumatic time I had 
during the expedition was when I 
had to fly a petrified seal from the 
Dry Valleys in the Auster plane back 
to Scott Base for scientific study. 
Although the 2000 year old solid six 
foot seal was strapped beside me, it 
slipped forward when we were in the 
air. Being a dual aeroplane it had dual 
controls and by slipping forward, the 
seal’s flippers jammed under the control 
column. This made it impossible to 
get the plane tail down enough for a 
controlled landing. Fortunately I could 
just about fly level. 

I spent about 40 minutes trying to 
get control of the plane without success 
and I was terrified about how I was 
going to land, but somehow, at high 
speed, I managed it. It nearly killed me. 

(Antarctic, December 1996, 
14(4):146)

In honour of his work, Bill was 
the recipient of the Polar Medal 
in 1958. Two significant Antarctic 
features bear his name: the “Cranfield 
Icefalls”, a series of eight spectacular 
icefalls that fall steeply into the  
Darwin Glacier; and “Cranfield Peak”,  
a 2,850 metre (9,300 feet) peak in  
the Queen Elizabeth Range.

Bill returned to Antarctica in the 
1959–60 season, effecting a difficult 

rescue after the crash of the Beaver 
plane near the Beardmore Glacier for 
which he was awarded the Air Force 
Cross. He returned again in 1982 for 
the 25th Anniversary of Scott Base, 
in 2000 for the reunion visit of the 
original TAE members, and in 2007 
with Hillary for the 50th anniversary 
of Scott Base. Bill was awarded a life 
membership of the New Zealand 
Antarctic Society in 2003. He was an 
accomplished painter and many of his 
excellent watercolours depict some of 
his great exploits whilst on the Ice in 
his early days.

After his Antarctic exploits Bill 
went on to have a long and successful 
aviation career.  Bill spent 28 years 
in various command, staff and flying 
positions, flying fixed and rotary wing 
aircraft, retiring as Wing Commander 
in 1983. He started an orchard and 
business in Chertsey before retiring to 
Christchurch with Helen. Bill was a 
keen potter for 20 years and remained 
a dedicated fly fisherman.

Bill will be missed and remembered 
by all, including the Antarctic 
community, with great affection. 

William Joseph Cranfield,  
died 22 January 2017, aged 83. 

By Nigel Watson, 
Executive Director, 
Antarctic  
Heritage Trust

TAE pilot Bill Cranfield relaxing in the McMurdo  
Dry Valleys.  
Photo courtesy of Antarctic New Zealand.
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“A Very Gallant 
Gentleman”
(On the Death  
of Captain Oates)

Alone he went into the cold, white land, 
The calm face turning ever towards his goal.
There was a patient glory in his eyes;
There was the light of Life that never dies;
There was a kindly love within his soul;
And Resolution walked at his right hand.
 
Swiftly he strode; and the cold, glittering world
Stretched snowy arms to beat him back; but yet
Nor utter weariness, not utter pain,
Nor fear, nor death, could turn him back again;
Still in the way his feet he firmly set
And faced the winds that round about him hurled.
 
Ere the storm ceased, and the new day began
His walk was ended, and the path he trod
Was covered with the lightly-falling snow:
A warrior had fought his fight—and lo!
O’er the white world, straight to the Throne of God.
There walked a very gallant gentleman.


